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ABSTRACT: In the present study, the Fisher hypothesis that considers a one-to-one and unidirectional relationship between 

inflation and interest rates was tested using a quarterly frequency dataset for E-7 countries. Due to the fact that parameter 

constancy was not established in the study, Arai & Kurozumu and Kejriwal test techniques were used and it was found that 

Fisher effect was valid in weak and strong forms for country groups excluding Russia. At the same time, due to the fact that 

coefficient indicator modulus observed in slope parameters after structural changes had negative values, contractionary 

monetary policies in these economies where inflation targeting strategies were implemented resulted in weakening of the 

relationship between inflation and interest rate variables. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The efforts to research the interaction between inflation and interest rates, which is frequently discussed and widely studied in 

economics literature, is significant especially in determination of the effectiveness of monetary policies mandated by central 

banks on the economy (Carneiro et al., 2002). In this context, Fisher hypothesis proposed by the neo-classical monetary theory 

reflects the situation where a positive and direct relationship between expected inflation rate and nominal interest rates occurs 

without affecting real interest rates (Barsky, 1987). Thus, under conditions where Fisher hypothesis is true,1 nominal interest 

rates react to permanent shocks occurring for the inflation variable in the same extend and prevent real interest rates from the 

impact of long term monetary shocks. The assumption that shocks are transient for the real interest rate variable reflects that 

the related variable follows a covariance stable process, inflation neutrality does not occur between economic agents (Fried and 

Howitt, 1983), and the change in nominal interest rates reflects exactly the change in inflation rates (Carmichael and Stebbing, 

1983). Thus, in case Fisher hypothesis is valid, it is commonly considered that the change in nominal interest rates could be 

utilized as a good performance indicator for future inflation rate predictions (Mishkin, 1992) and as an active monetary policy 

tool (Payne and Ewing, 1997). Furthermore, it was reported that public’s rate of time preference and technological limitations 

that define real investment returns cause the constant level of real interest rates, remaining unaffected from monetary change 

(Woodward, 1992). 

Fisher hypothesis could simply be written as shown in Equation 1: 
e

t t ti r              (1) 

In Equation 1, ti depicts nominal interest rates, 
e

t expected inflation rate and tr  depicts the real interest rate. Since a change in 

e

t  does not have a permanent effect on tr , a change in expected inflation is completely reflected on the nominal interest 

rates. This relationship is also known as long-term Fisher effect. 
e

t and series ti   degree of integration I(1) could be tested as 

shown in long term Fisher effect co-integration equation (Equation 2) below:  

                                                 
1 Obtaining valid data for Fisher hypothesis is inconsistent with efficient market hypothesis. Because, economic agents fully 

utilize the price changes in the market. For detailed information, see Fama, 1975. 
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1

e

t t ti                 (2) 

In addition to reflecting powerful validity of Fisher hypothesis and the condition that degree of co-integration is [1,1]CI  and t  

is I(=), testing 1 1   parameter indicates the existence of the possible substitutability among securities and capital tools (Choi, 

2000). This condition demonstrates that expected inflation rate was not effective on real interest rates and the money is super 

neutral (Atkins and Coe, 2002). 1 1   demonstrates weak form of Fisher effect is valid and real interest rates correlate with 

expected inflation in the negative direction (Lee, 2007). Thus, inability to adapt interest rates fully to the expected inflation rate 

reflects the existence of a monetary illusion (Coppock and Poitras, 2000). Reduction of purchasing power and consequently 

increasing monetary holding costs, especially in an inflationist economy, results in an increase in capital stocks by increasing the 

demand for alternative investment tools (Tobin, 1965). Especially the low marginal productivity of capital under decreasing 

returns to scale assumption results in the decrease of interest rates and 1 1   reflects weak form Fisher effect. However, the will 

of investors to reorganize their portfolios favoring real assets in case of high inflation expectations and the existence of the 

monetary illusion, prevents the occurrence of the full Fisher effect (Modigliani and Cohn, 1979; Summers, 1982). On the 

contrary, limitation of interest payments by state regulations and the existence of a high degree substitutability between money 

and bonds could result in a reverse Fisher form. In other words, while nominal interest rates could not be adapted for 

inflationary changes, real interest rates interact with inflation rate in the negative direction. Thus, in classical Fisher equation, 

monetary policy changes would not affect nominal interest rates and the trend would be a stable process (Choudhry, 1997). 

Finally, co-integration coefficient would change within the interval of the related parameter [1.3 1.5]   as a result of the tax 

effect (Crowder and Hoffman, 1996).2  

Fisher hypothesis was continuously used in the literature to determine the effectiveness of monetary policies, their use 

in prediction of expected inflation, and understanding the effect of real interest rates on foreign trade and capital flow (Ito, 

2009). Although findings in conducted studies demonstrated evidence supporting the validity of Fisher hypothesis, there are 

several studies that found the hypothesis was invalid due to factors such as the inability of frequency structure, time period, 

methodological differences and external shocks on inflation variable to create sufficient permanent shocks to test the 

hypothesis and fractional integration and long memory processes of the related variable as well.3  

A literature review would reveal that Fisher hypothesis was tested using unit root and co-integration tests. In the basis 

of the use of unit root tests in testing Fisher hypothesis lies the assumption that the change based on transient shocks in real 

interest rates that represent the difference between nominal interest and inflation rates would be balanced by continuous 

shocks on nominal interest and inflation rates (Evans and Lewis, 1995; Bonham, 1991). Econometrically, this expression reflects 

that real interest rates have the dynamics to return to the average. Studies that reported Fisher hypothesis as valid were those 

by Lai(1997), Lanne (2001), Million (2003), Malliaropulos (2000), while Inder and Silvapulle (1993) found that the hypothesis was 

invalid. The studies that arrived to the conclusion that the hypothesis was valid using the co-integration technique were Dutt 

and Ghosh (1995), Granville and Mallick (2004), Gül and Açıkalın (2008), Million (2004), Atkins and Coe (2002), Westerlund 

(2008), Wallace and Warner (1993), Juntilla (2001), Şimşek and Kadılar (2006), Thornton (1996), Özcan and Arı (2015), while 

Koustas and Serletis (1999), Pelaez (1995), Hawtrey (1997), Ghazali and Ramle (2003), Christopoulos and Leon-Ledesma (2007), 

and Yılancı (2009) reported that Fisher hypothesis was not valid. 

The present study that tests whether Fisher effect was valid for E-7 countries includes four sections. The introduction 

presents required theoretical background and current literature for Fisher hypothesis. Second and third sections contain 

econometric methodology and analysis results, respectively. In the final section, findings of the study are discussed. 

  

2. ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY 

The efforts to research long term relationships between economic variables started with the seminal studies of Granger (1983), 

Engle & Granger (1987) and quite powerful and alternative tests were introduced via development of economic techniques 

(methods) and software. It is necessary for the obtained predictors to follow a stable course to utilize the economic relationship 

as a predictor in economic policies and tests that take this structure into account could create instructive results for policy 

makers. The existence of factors such as policy changes and shocks in time series regression analyses results in parameter 

instability problem and variation in estimated parameters within the time dimension (One potential problem with time series 

                                                 
2 For detailed information see: Darby (1975). 
3 For detailed information see: Jensen (2009). 
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regression models is that the estimated parameters may change over time.) (Hansen, 1992). Kejriwal (2008) stated that factors 

such as structural changes and policy variations prevent the parameter constancy condition and could result in spurious 

regression problem. To remove this problem, Kejriwal and Perron (2008; 2010) proposed a test procedure that allows multiple 

breaks in co-integrated regression models. Kejrival and Perron (2010) test procedure, in addition to being a useful method for 

both identification of parameter instabilities and to obtain consistent estimators along with multiple breaks (Esteve et al., 2013), 

is an extension of the Bai & Perron (1998) study and could be used for models where different degrees of constant and co-

integrated variables coexist (Adachi & Liu, 2009). 

2.1. Structural Break Test 

In the stage after the existence of unit root is verified, it is necessary to test whether the relationship is consistent in the 

time dimension. LM tests statistics used to test this relationship could cause certain problems. It was argued that structural 

changes in the marginal distribution of the independent variables reduced testing potency of LM-type techniques (Hansen, 

2000). Since LM-type applications used in unit root tests are non-monotonic in finite samples, type-1 error possibility increases. 

This in turn is a problem related to the estimation of long term variance for error terms under the parameters are stable null 

hypothesis. Furthermore, in addition to causing an increase bandwidth, increase in the break magnitude reduces the testing 

power of LM-type techniques by causing an increase in long term variance (Kejriwal & Perron, 2008). To resolve 

abovementioned problems, Kejriwal & Perron (2010) developed Sup-Wald test that takes structural changes and parameter 

inconsistency into account. For this purpose, Kejriwal& Perron (2010) proposed three test statistics. The first is the Sup – F 

statistic that test an alternative hypothesis that expresses k breaks (m = k) against the null hypothesis that assumes no breaks (m 

= 0): 

* 0

2
( ) sup

ˆ
k

T

SSR SSR
Sup F k

  


   

0SSR  and kSSR statements in Sup – F statistic represent sum of squared residuals required to test null and alternative 

hypotheses, respectively; 
2̂ , long term variance; (

1
2 1 2 1

1 1 1

ˆˆ 2 ( / )
T T T

t t t j

t j t j

T u T j h u u 


 



   

    ) (.) , kernel function; ĥ  

is the bandwidth parameter; /i iT T   is the scalar vector that belong to the break fraction ( 1,..., , ii m T ) for each I; 

 1,..., m    and reflects the break timing. There are two approaches to determine the break fraction. The first is the 

pseudo-Gaussian maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) proposed by Bai et al. (1998), and the other is the least squares estimator 

(OLS) proposed by Kurozumi & Arai (2005). As mentioned by Kurozumi & Arai (2005), Bai et al. (1998) paper does not contain 

realistic assumptions, the break fraction was estimated with OLS in the present study. Arai & Kurozumi (2007) argued that the 

suitability of asymptotically efficient estimation technique for limiting distribution in determination of break fraction with OLS is 

significant. Although this technique where efficient parameters are obtained asymptotically is an extension of the Carrion-i-

Silvestre & Sanso (2005) paper, Saikkonen (1991) recognizes the asymptotically efficient estimation technique. As discussed in 

Carrion-i-Silvestre & Sanso (2005) paper, it was stated that asymptotically efficient estimation technique gave superior results in 

finite samples when compared to FM (fully modified) technique. 

 The second technique is the UDmax statistic that tests the alternative hypothesis that there are M (1 m M  ) 

unknown breaks the most against the null hypothesis that there is no structural break ( 0m  ): 
* *

1
max ( ) max ( )T T

k m
UD F M F k

 
  

The third test is the sequential procedure (SEQ) statistic that tests the alternative hypothesis that argued k + 1 breaks against the 

null hypothesis which states that there are k breaks. 


,

2

1 1 1 1
1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1| ) max sup ( ( ,..., ) ( ( ,..., , , ,..., )) /
j

T T k T j j k k
j k

SEQ k k T SSR T T SSR T T T T


  
   

    

In SEQ  procedure, , 1 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ: ( ) ( )j j j j j j jT T T T T T              and 

2

1
ˆ

k   statements show the consistent 

estimator value for the long term variance. It was stated that consideration of the SEQ statistic in determination of the break 

count based on the significance of UDmax test statistic is a good strategy (Kejriwal, 2008). Thus, sequential procedure, SEQ 

would be utilized as the information criterion in determination of multiple breaks in the model for Fisher hypothesis that takes 

the interest rate and inflation relationship into consideration in the present study. 
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2.2. Co-integration Test with Structural Changes (Multiple Breaks) 

The hypotheses that co-integration with structural breaks specify “no co-integration” or “co-integration without any 

structural break” as the null were rejected in the paper by Gregory & Hansen (1996), Quintos (1997) and Seo (1998) Hence 

rejection of these null hypotheses is often understood as the existence of co-integration with structural breaks. Thus, it is 

necessary to apply more technical tests that consider the null hypothesis that propose so-integration with structural breaks. In 

the present study, Arai & Kurozumi (2007) co-integration technique where the break point is obtained by minimizing the sum of 

squared residuals and the null of cointegration with an unknown single break against the alternative of no cointegration was 

tested was utilized. Kejriwal (2008) study, which is the expanded version of the Arai & Kurozumi (2007) study, that tests whether 

the series were co-integrated under multiple breaks was further taken into consideration. 

Let us assume that the linear model that considers m structural change (that m + 1 regime is realized) in Kejriwal & 

Perron (2008; 2010) study is as follows: 

t j ft f bt bj ft f bt bj ty c z z x x u            , 1( 1,..., )j jt T T  ,   (1) 

To demonstrate the sample size T  in Model 1, for each j, 1,2,..., 1j m   0 10, mT T T  . In Model 1, ty  is the first 

degree integrated (order of integration) I(1) scalar dependent variable, and ( 1)ft fx p x  and ( 1)bt bx p x  I(0) are the vectors 

for ( 1)ft fz q x  and ( 1)bt bz q x I(1) independent variables. b and f subscripts in Model 1 express that parameters break across the 

regimes and remained fixed, respectively. In this form, although Model 1 expresses a structure that allows partial structural 

change, the change in parameters are quite limited. Thus, under the assumption that the intercept and the slope change 

( f b fp p q  ), Model 1 is transformed into a pure structural change model and allows that change of I(1) independent 

variable parameters across regimes. This case is given in Equation 2: 

 1, ( 1,..., )t j bt bj t j jy c z u t T T 
           (2) 

The correlation between independent variables and error terms in Model 2 causes the endogeneity problem and thus bias in 

parameters estimated with OLS. To resolve this problem, Saikkonen (1991) and Stock & Watson (1993) proposed to use I(1) 

independent variables that contain endogeneity problem in Kejriwal & Perron’s (2008; 2010) co-integration model by taking 

their first degree differences by including them as explanatory variable in the same model and to estimate the model with 

dynamic-OLS. The model to be estimated with dynamic-OLS model is given in Equation 3: 

  
*

1,  (  )
T

T

l

t j bt bj bt j bj t i i

j l

y c z z u if T t T  



              (3) 

According to Model 3, LM test statistic under m breaks is calculated as shown in Equation 4: 

 

2

1
112

ˆ( )
ˆ( ) ( ) /

T

t

t
m

S

V
T



  


          (4)  

11 expression in Equation 4 depicts the consistent estimator that belongs to the long term variance of 
*

tu  in Equation 3; and 

̂  depicts [ 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( / ,..., / ),( ,..., )m mT T T T T T  ] break fraction. ̂  parameter is obtained via the dynamic algorithm technique 

proposed by Bai & Perron (2003) minimizing the global value of error sum of squares. While testing the null hypothesis that 

states variables in Equation 4 are cointegrated with single break, LM ( 1
ˆ( )V  ) test statistic could cause the rejection of the 

hypothesis that it is cointegrated with multiple breaks. Thus, Kejriwal (2008) developed Arai & Kurozumi (2007) study and 

reevaluated the null hypothesis that the variables were cointegrated with multiple break using the LM test statistic. In this 

method, LM test statistic is compared to Arai & Kurozumi (2007) table critical values for single break ( 1
ˆ( )V  ), while for multiple 

breaks ( ˆ( )mV  ) it is compared to simulation critical values obtained by Kejriwal (2008). Furthermore, tZ -type test statistics 

proposed by Gregory & Hansen (1996) and express that alternative hypothesis is cointegrated with single break will be used in 

the present study. 

 

3. AN APPLICATION OF THE FISHER HYPOTHESIS: THE CASE OF E-7 COUNTRIES 
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In the present study where Fisher hypothesis was tested for E-7 countries, quarterly datasets obtained from IMF-IFS database 

contained different periods for each country.4 For inflation and nominal interest rates, of which the level values were 

considered, primarily time series properties for these variables should be established with unit root tests over the full sample. 

 M-type modified Dickey-Fuller and Philips-Perron unit root tests that resolves the abovementioned problems and 

proposed by Ng & Perron (2001) and Stock (1999) were utilized in the study due to the facts that the reduction of the testing 

power by the approach of the root of the autoregressive polynomial to but less than the unit (Dejong et al., 1992), negative 

autocorrelation of moving average polynomial roots of first-differentiated series due to size distortions (Schwert, 1989; Perron & 

Ng, 1996), and occurrence of different stationary properties in different latency lengths (Ng and Perron, 1995). Test statistics are 

given below: 

1 2 2 2 2 1

1

1

( )(2 )
T

GLS

T AR t

t

MZ T y s T y

  





   ,
2 2 2 1/2

1

1

( / )
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t

MSB T y s





   

2 2 2 1 2 2

1

1

2 2 2 1 2 2

1

1

/ ,  0

(1 ) / ,  1

T
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t
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GLS GLS GLS

tMZ MZ xMSB ,
2 2 2ˆˆ / (1 (1))AR ks    , 

1

ˆ(1)
k

i

i

 


  

Table 1 reports the Ng & Perron (2001) unit root test results. Based on these results, interest rate variable has a unit root and 

null hypothesis of non-stationarity for interest rate variables could not be rejected for China, India, Mexico, Russia and Turley, 

while it could be rejected for Brazil and Indonesia. Similarly inflation variable has a unit root and the null hypothesis could be 

rejected for Turkey at 1% significance level. The results demonstrated that nominal interest rate variable order of integration for 

China, India, Mexico, Russia and Turkey was I(1). It is I(0) for inflation variable only in Turkey. 

 

Table 1: Ng & Perron (2001) Unit Root Test Results  

                       Deterministic Component - :  1,  13.5Case p c    (1)  (0)I vs I  

Statistic Variable Brazil China India Indonesia Mexico Russia Turkey 

GLSMZ  
i  -59.044* -1.39 -4.7 -16.397*** -4.781 0.485 -3.037 

  1.906 -1.591 -3.049 -3.21 -0.965 1.389 -70.149* 

GLSMSB  
i  0.092 0.561* 0.326* 0.175** 0.311* 4.558* 0.393* 

  0.987* 0.402* 0.4* 0.393* 0.407* 0.761* 0.083 

GLS GLS

tMZ ADF  
i  -5.433* -0.779 -1.533 -2.863*** -1.487 2.21 -1.196 

  1.881 -0.639 -1.221 -1.262 -0.392 1.057 -5.881* 

GLS

TMP  
i  0.415 16.293* 5.213* 1.494 5.264* 116.071* 29.089* 

  80.685* 11.312* 8.011* 7.628* 12.874* 46.641* 1.478 

Statistic    Deterministic Component - :  0,  7.0Case p c    (2)  (1)I vs I  

GLSMZ  
i  - -44.802* -35.855* - -37.544* -5.985*** -41.200* 

  -20.239* -29.189* -49.731* -32.939* -27.288* -21.927* - 

GLSMSB  
i  - 0.106 0.118 - 0.115 0.287 0.110 

  0.155 0.125 0.099 0.123 0.133 0.151 - 

GLS GLS

tMZ ADF  
i  - -4.733* -4.234* - -4.330* -1.715*** -4.536* 

  -3.141* -3.654* -4.909* -4.055* -3.637* -3.309* - 

GLS

TMP  
i  - 0.548 0.683 - 0.660 0.641 0.602 

  1.353 0.954 0.692 0.753 1.084 1.124 - 

Critical Values 
:  0,  7.0Case p c    :  1,  13.5Case p c    

%10 %5 %1 %10 %5 %1 

                                                 
4 Sample period includes for Brazil, India and Indonesia: 1980Q1-2012Q4, for China: 1990Q4-2012Q4, for Mexico: 1981Q2-

2012Q4, for Russia: 1994Q3-2012Q4 and for Turkey: 1986Q2-2012Q4.   
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GLSMZ  -5.7 -8.1 -13.8 -14.2 -17.3 -23.8 

GLSMSB  0.275 0.233 0.174 0.185 0.168 0.143 

GLS GLS

tMZ ADF  -1.62 -1.98 -2.58 -2.62 -2.91 -3.42 

GLS

TMP  4.45 3.17 1.78 6.67 5.48 4.03 

Notes: Test equations for unit root process in level (in first difference) includes trend and intercept (intercept). *,** and *** 

denote significance at the %1, %5 and %10 levels, respectively.  indicates first difference of any series.  

 

Following the determination of variables’ order of integration, it is necessary to test whether Fisher hypothesis that takes the 

relationship between inflation and interest rates in the long term into consideration was stable. For this purpose, the testing 

procedure proposed by Kejriwal & Perron (2008; 2010) was considered with a maximum break value of 5 and 0.15   

trimming value and obtained results are reported in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Stability Test of the Relation Between Inflation and Interest Rate  

Testing Multiple Structural Breaks in Cointegrated Regression Models for E-7 Countries 

Countries Brazil China India Indonesia Mexico Russia Turkey 

{ }, {1, }, 0.15, { }, 2, 5t t t ty i z x q M         

Statistic 
h p h p h p h p h p h p h p 

13 2 18 2 19 3 19 5 18 3 10 2 15 2 

Sup F*(1) 27.34* 8.798 3.605 7.054 12.48*** 39.937* 23.252* 

Sup F*(2) 14.083* 11.181** 5.317 9.149 10.463** 14.367* 12.942* 

Sup F*(3) 9.367** 9.017** 3.599 7.373 5.359 9.544** 10.463** 

Sup F*(4) 7.313*** 8.228** 2.714 5.292 5.856 7.059*** 8.013** 

Sup F*(5) 5.848*** 6.846** 2.174 4.535 4.893 5.642*** 6.492** 

Udmax 27.34* 11.181 5.317 9.149 12.48*** 39.937* 23.252* 

Number of Breaks Selected by Procedure (SEQ) and Criteria (BIC, LWZ) 

(BIC) 1 4 2 2 3 2 3 
(LWZ) 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 
(SEQ) 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 

 

Notes: yt, zt, q, xt, p, h, and M denote the dependent variable, the regressor, number of regressors whose coefficients are 

allowed to change: the intercept and slope, the number of I(0) variables, number of first differenced regressors  used for DOLS 

estimation, the minimum number of observations in each segment, and maximum number of structural changes allowed, 

respectively. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. The critical values are taken from 

Kejriwal & Perron (2010), Table 1, trending case, qb = 1. 

Although parameter instability or structural change finding in cointegration regression for India and Indonesia were not 

supported by any statistic, BIC and LWZ information criteria indicate the existence of break for both countries. Furthermore,  

UDmax test statistic that tests the existence of at least one break for Brazil, Mexico, Russia and Turkey was found statistically 

different than zero at 1% significance level (10% for Mexico) and null hypothesis of no structural change in cointegration 

regression in related countries was rejected. In addition, although there was a finding based on LWZ information criterion that 

there were two breaks in Fisher cointegration regression for China, this finding was not supported by any Sup – F statistic. Due 

to the fact that in case the model used for Fisher hypothesis exhibited spurious regression, it had a tendency to reject the null of 

coefficient stability, it is necessary to test the cointegration relationship between inflation and interest rates. In other words, 

since stability tests also reject the null of coefficient stability when the regression is a spurious one, it is necessary to confirm the 

presence of cointegration between the variables. In this stage, cointegration techniques that take obtained breaks based on 

information criteria into consideration were applied. In the case of single break, Gregory-Hansen and Arai-Kurozumi, in case of 

multiple breaks, Kwjriwal-extended/Arai-Kurozumi cointegration regressions were tested. Initially, the cointegration 

relationships in country groups where there was no break based on information criteria were scrutinized. For instance, while 

SEQ procedure selects no break in cointegration regression for China, India and Indonesia, LWZ information criterion selects two 

breaks. Table 3 demonstrates test statistics that were obtained by considering the breaks selected based on information criteria 

in cointegration regression. 
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Table 3: Testing Long-Run Relation Between Inflation and Interest Rate 

I. Gregory-Hansen and Arai-Kurozumi Cointegration Tests with a Single Break 

Gregory-Hansena  Arai-Kurozumi Cointegrationb 

Statistic Brazil Turkey  Statistic Brazil Turkey 
*

tZ  -15.871* -7.904*  
1
ˆ( )V   0.0984 0.0634 

*Z  -132.560* -83.108*  Break Frac. 0.2755 0.2941 

*

tADF  -31.088* -9.033*  Break Date 1998:Q3 1994:Q1 

II. PP and ADF Cointegration Test Without Breakc 

Statistic Chine India Indenosia 

tZ  -7.061* -1.797 -3.305** 

Z  -66.233* -6.151 -20.894** 

tADF  -3.038 -1.804 -2.824 

III. Arai-Kurozumi Cointegration Test with Multiple Breaksd 

Two Breaks Three Breaks 

Statistic China India Mexico Indonesia Russia Statistic Mexico Turkey 

2
ˆ( )V   0.083*** 0.119** 0.058 0.091*** 0.053 

3
ˆ( )V   0.053 0.047 

Break Dates 
1999:Q1 
2000:Q4 

2002:Q1 
2006:Q4 

1994:Q1 
2001:Q2 

1994:Q1 
2001:Q2 

1999:Q4 
2003:Q1 

Break Dates 
1994:Q1 
1998:Q3 
2001:Q2 

1993:Q3 
1999:Q4 
2007:Q4 

 

Notes: Rejection of the null hypothesis at 1%, 5% and 10% significance level are/is indicated by *,** and *** respectively.    

a. Testing the null hypothesis of no cointegration against the alternative of cointegration in the presence of possible regime 

shift, the critical values are taken from Gregory & Hansen  (1996), Table 1. 

b. Testing the null hypothesis of cointegration with a structural break against the alternative hypothesis of no cointegration. The 

critical values are taken from Arai & Kurozumi (2007), Table 1 for 0.5   since the limiting distributions of the test statistics are 

symmetric around 0.5  .    

c. Testing the null hypothesis of no cointegration against the alternative of cointegration with no break. Critical values are taken 

from Maddala & Kim (1998), Table 6.2. 

d. Testing the null hypothesis of cointegration with multiple structural break (2 or 3) against the alternative hypothesis of no 

cointegration. The critical values were obtained by simulations using 500 steps to approximate the Wiener process (by partial 

sums of i.i.d. N(0, 1) random variables) and 2000 replications. Critical values are 0.1545(1%), 0.0939(5%) and 0.0753(10%) for 

two breaks, 0.1531(%1), 0.0917(%5) and 0.0728(%5) for three breaks.   

Accordingly, based on PP & ADF test results that considers cointegration relationship without break, although the existence of 

Fisher effect is determined in China and India, Table 3 shows that ADF statistics were not significant. Sup – F test results that 

indicate there was a single break based on information criteria for Brazil and Turkey necessitate testing of Fisher hypothesis for 

related countries with G-H and Arai-Kurozumi cointegration techniques that take single break into account. Based on the 

statistics shown in the first section of Table 3, structural change and cointegration relationship was determined both in Brazil 

and Turkey and it was concluded that Fisher effect was valid in related countries. Furthermore, PP & ADF test results for China, 

India and Indonesia that indicates there was no structural change based on SEQ information criteria are presented in the scond 

section of Table 3. Based on the statistics, it was concluded that Fisher hypothesis was valid for China and Indonesia, but not for 

India. At the final section of Table 3, whether Fisher hypothesis was valid in related countries based on multiple break results 

obtained with information criteria was investigated. It was determined that Fisher effect was valid with structural change for 

two breaks in Mexico and Russia, and for three breaks in Mexico and Turkey. 

 Table 4 presents the country-based comparison of parameters obtained from the findings of models that take structural 

break into account. 

 

Table4: E-7 Countries Estimated Parameters Under the Breaks 
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Parameter Brazil Chine India Indonesia Mexico(2) Mexico (3) Russia Turkey (1) Turkey (3) 

a0 1942.309 38.109 9.372 16.099 52.119 51.856 262.828 38.097 38.026 

 [184.252] [5.625] [19.418] [1.735] [7.217] [8.39] [9.266] [6.164] [6.107] 

a1 -306.664 107.168 145.259 54.991 78.423 72.229 64.332 69.277 79.174 

 [84.227] [3.054] [26.354] [2.35] [8.505] [8.073] [9.265] [3.979] [6.69] 

a2 - 21.632 -86.311 -3.607 17.936 63.805 0.492 - 195.598 

 - [5.625] [37.271] [2.82] [4.06] [9.888] [4.482] - [8.637] 

a3 - - - - - 22.797 - - 41.923 

 - - - - - [5.817] - - [5.914] 

bo -71.145 0.212 0.03 -0.272 7.512 8.649 -14.073 132.603 134.53 

 [9.475] [0.354] [1.228] [0.254] [3.498] [4.067] [3.556] [27.643] [27.388] 

b1 -4.991 -0.166 -0.647 -0.677 -3.413 -2.642 -1.333 -0.529 -0.422 

 [3.105] [0.237] [0.654] [0.119] [2.262] [1.597] [0.794] [0.069] [0.744] 

b2  0.574 16.705 -0.021 -0.216 -0.846 -0.037 - -1.824 

  [0.367] [22.652] [0.197] [0.121] [0.787] [0.114] - [0.462] 

b3 - - - - - -0.198 - - -0.132 

 - - - - - [0.342] - - [0.238] 

Break Date(s) 

1998:Q3 1999:Q1 2002:Q1 1994:Q1 1994:Q1 1994:Q1 1999:Q4 1994:Q1 1993:Q3 

- 2000:Q4 2006:Q4 2001:Q2 2001:Q2 1998:Q3 2003:Q1 - 1999:Q4 

- - - - - 2001:Q2 - - 2007:Q4 

 

Notes: Standard error for related parameters are shown in brackets. 

Obtained coefficient values per Table 4 were estimated within expectations with the exception of Russia. It was found that weak 

Fisher effect was valid in China, India and Indonesia. The weak form of Fisher effect in China, India and Indonesia prevented full 

adaptation of interest rates to the expected inflation rate and created monetary illusion. On the other hand, strong Fisher effect 

in Brazil, Mexico and Turkey reflects that money was super-neutral. It was also noticed that break values observed in slope 

coefficients  had negative magnitude due to change in policies in all countries. Especially the existence of anti-inflationist policies 

affects the validity of Fisher effect in the long-run by weakening the relationship between inflation and interest rates. This 

finding was consistent with the results obtained in the study by Şimşek and Kadılar (2006) for Turkish economy. 

 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the present study that scrutinized the relationship between inflation and interest rates, validity of Fisher effect on E-7 

countries was tested using quarterly datasets. Findings demonstrated that Fisher effect was valid in weak and strong forms for 

country groups with the exception of Russia. Based on Arai & Kurozumi and Kejriwal & Perron procedures that consider 

parameter constancy, negative values in coefficient sign modulus observed in slope parameters after structural changes caused 

a decrease in the correlation between inflation and interest rates. Validity of the obtained findings are valid as long as they are 

consistent with studies that take non-linear relationships between related variables into account in different frequency 

structures and time intervals. 
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